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About This Game

The USSR era is coming to its end – it is 1988.

The radio amateur catches a strange signal that emits incomprehensible noises. It is broadcast around the clock and only
sometimes a human voice makes its way through the air. However, it is impossible to make out what the person is saying. The

most mysterious thing, though, is related to the fact that according to the maps the place the signal is coming from does not
exist. As a main character, you will have to uncover terrifying secrets about this enigmatic signal.

There is no weapon in the game. The protagonist does not know how to handle it.

The most useful thing you have is a radio.

With its help you can understand what is happening in this place. You choose the radio wave on your own in order to catch the
desired signal, contact people, or simply listen to the radio of the USSR. There are a lot of moments in the game related to the

use of the radio.

The story in Noise is not a typical faceless horror.

We'd like to tell you an interesting yet sinister story in Stephen King's manner. The story will be rendered through conversations
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and thoughts of the protagonist as well as through the study of locations. Some details of the story can remain unnoticed if you
don't study the locations carefully. The story is set in the USSR which gives it a peculiar flair.

The main antagonist of the story is the creature which is constantly wandering around, exploring the location the same way you
do. It hunts you and reacts to your actions. If you turn on the light or use a flashlight, the creature will go and check what is

happening. You need to try hard to hide from it because you cannot kill it. The creature sees nothing in the dark, so sometimes it
will be enough to simply turn off the light and wait for a while.

The creature emits radio waves, so you can track it with your radio. We tried to implement the artificial intelligence system in
the game, being inspired by the monster from the Alien film and game.

The creature is important to the story. It is no less important than the protagonist.
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Title: Noise
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Talentplace
Publisher:
KishMish Games
Release Date: 4 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 (64bit versions only)

Processor: 1.9ghz Intel i5-equivalent processor or higher

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: Onboard or dedicated graphics accelerator with 1GB+ of video RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX® Compatible

English,Russian
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Have only just started playing this game, but it is silmply fun. There are a good few different maps, which have had a lot of
thought put into and are big for a game at this price. I just like killing zombies! The style makes it something different and it
keeps it entertaining you can tell what the guns are even though they are cubes, the attention to detail is incredible... Definitley
worth the buy. You can't ask for much more for a fiver!. Bad game. Played many racing games but this one is worst.. this game
is a pretty great time waster, in a good way, if you need a way to pass some time, or just want to have fun setting up high scores
and trying to beat them, this is a game you would like, the retro look of the game is one i have a weak spot for , but it does fit
well, resembeling old arcade games, definitly a game you should think of getting

6.5\/10. Whats the deal with not including the CIVIL WAR DLC???? Isnt that the whole reason to purchase the season pass???
Is this Going to start as a LEGO "cash grab" campaign??? Messed up...

after some research theyve also decided not to include ant man or spiderman... real D*ck move guys..... Gets repetitive really
fast but can be fun for a couple of hours.. This game is loud, obnoxious, terribly made, laggy, badly designed, and a very poor
experience. BEST rescue game ive ever played definitly buy it if you like rts and strategy
. I got this game as part of a bundle with Rusty Lake Hotel during a sale, and I would say it was definitely worth it. The narrative
was gripping, the puzzles not stupidly hard, and round about the right length of time for a point and click game. I can't wait to
see what game they release next!. just buy it. best dlc ever
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So I've played this game a little over the weekend (only three hours I know!) I did enjoy this game a great deal, I will play it
more next weekend, I'm sure. It's very sweet, funny and charming. It is also quite addictive as there is the urge to just do one
more quest. It's a quirky game and it really appeals to me. It seems that this is early access which hopefully means they'll add
more levels and things. I'm not close to finished with the game (I think) but it will be interesting to see what they do with it..
"Only" an extension of the Bristol - Cardiff route (if you don't have it already you will get it with this one), but a totally
different track. With Bristol - Cardiff you get pretty straight and most of the time flat route (especially in the Severn Junction -
Cardiff part) with just a couple of stops that can get boring without enough AI (luckily there is 90mph limit most of the time, so
it's over pretty fast ;) ).
The Cardiff - Swansea is curved, with some pretty steep gradients, lot of stations, some yards, both small and big, as well,
basically everything you could wish for :). I caught this on sale for $4.99 at this price point I think its worth it.

I enjoyed this series until the last two mission kept breaking endlessly. I finally got mission 14 to cooperate after running it 3
times through but mission 15 is completely broken now on 2.5.2. I still recommend it though considering the first 13 missions
are fantastic and not a single issue with them.

You NEED to have a strong understanding on how to start the hog from the ramp and how to aerial refuel. (If you can't aerial
refuel you can always bring extra gas but it makes flying a bit more difficult since you'll be overweight.)

The wingmen you get are required in some missions where you have to destroy 40+ vehicles so make sure you can task them
correctly. I do hate how sometimes when you send them to refuel they crash into the tanker and making it harder for yourself to
land safely.. just buy it. it lets you put your games on websites. pretty much worth it.
. Classic game, must have. Nice way to spend hours on building up an army, defending your positions and attack when you feel
strong enough. Could get a bit messy, but it's fun. If you have several enemies on a map, they seem to take up arms against you
even when they're not teamed, though. And they seem to be able to raise armies a lot quicker.... Good story, extremely bad
gameplay. BS 4 may be made in 3D mode, like BS 3, but the 2 games are totally different. BS 3 provides more help to the
player finding \/ using the controls \/ actions you need to progress in the game. In this game, you only get to know 50% of the
controls. The rest you need to figure out yourself. The animations are bad created, ending up being glitchy sometimes (also
affecting specific game sounds, like the bone crusher machine). The FPS of the game is not stable, unlike BS 3 (at least for me).
Finally there were many times throughout the game i didn't knew what i had to do, or how to do it. Just as BS 3, this game also
does not offer the player hints, however it does offer just 1 "help". Every time you save your game and you check the load game
screen, you can see your objective of the point you saved (that's the only hint you will ever get).

Having played the series from BS 1 up to 4 so far, i would say BS 4 is easily the worst in the series. Having only a good story
cannot make a game great. Furthermore, someone who has not played any of the Broken Sword series before, will find it very
very difficult to play, solve and enjoy this game. Buy it only if you buy the whole bundle with all "episodes" included.
Seperately, i wouldn't waste money on this.

5\/10. The combat and combos is just as spectacular and fluid as it looks like in the trailers. Amazing roguelike. one of the
missions is to ride a tiny cart until you find a bear and then shoot it with a pistol. Alright at first but gets old very fast. Boring
gameplay.
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